
• At end of Old Kingdom, the nobles take 
the pharaohs’ power and land –less rain 
leads to poor harvest, crop failures, 
warfare, cost of pyramids all lead to: 

 

1st Intermediate Period 

(Illness)   

(2200-2050 B.C)   



  - New capital: Thebes 

– 1785 B.C. Dynasty XIII – Rise of Osiris 
cult (belief that ordinary people had 
afterlives), trade begins throughout the 
Aegean Sea 

– Pharaohs become more concerned about 
the people 

– Public works, new farmland, “ancient 
Suez” canal to connect Nile to Red Sea 

– Egypt is invaded by the Hyksos from Asia 

C.  Middle Kingdom – “Golden  
     Age”, stability, prosperity                 
     (2050-1652 B.C.) 
 





 





   2nd Intermediate Period 

(Illness)  

  (1652-1570 B.C.) – 

     -- Rule of Hyksos 

   -- Pharaoh Kamose eventually  

       defeats the Hyksos, drives them  
      out of Egypt 

   -- Egyptians learned use of horse- 
      drawn chariots, how to use bronze 
      in making tools and weapons from 
      Hyksos 



D. New Kingdom (1567-1085 B.C) 

 1. Dynasty XXII--Introduction of bronze and 

new weapons, glassworking and trade.  

Pharaohs were buried in the Valley of the 

Kings. 



Cairo Museum 



Egyptian Mummies 

Seti I 
1291-1278 B. C. E. Queen Tiye, 

wife of 

Amenhotep II 
1210-1200 B. C. E. 

Amenhotep II 



Egyptian Mummies 

Seti I 
1291-1278 B. C. E. Queen Tiye, 

wife of 

Amenhotep III 
 

Amenhotep III 
1382-1344 B. C. E. 

 



 



 



Ramses II 
1279-1212 B. C. E. 









Preparation for the Afterlife 



Materials Used in Mummification 

1.   Linen                                      6.  Natron 

2.  Sawdust                                7.  Onion 

3.  Lichen                                    8.  Nile Mud 

4.  Beeswax                                9.  Linen Pads 

5.  Resin                                    10.  Frankinsense 



 











Tomb walls 





Priests protected your 

KA, or soul-spirit 





Egyptian Beliefs 

• The Egyptians believed that the balance 

of order and chaos in the universe could 

only be maintained by the gods and 

goddesses and their representative on 

Earth, the king or Pharaoh. Originally, 

these deities represented the aspects of 

nature, the sky, sun, land, and river. 



Egyptian Creation Myth 

   The Goddess Nut 







The Final Judgement 

                   Anubis     Thoth    Horus       Osiris 



ANUBIS  

weighs the 

dead person’s 

heart against a 

feather. 



Egyptian Gods & Goddesses: 

“The Sacred ‘Trinity’” 

   Osiris              Isis                Horus 







The Pharoah offers the God Isis some food 



Egyptian Book of the Dead 



The Ankh – The “Cross” of Life 



Shabtis:  The Pharaoh’s Servants  

in the Afterlife 



Egyptian Nobility 



The Valley of the Queens 

Temple of Queen 

Hatshepsut 
1473-1458 B. C. 

E. 



Rule of Hatshepsut (1498-1483 BC)(M) 

a. first female Pharaoh, dedicated to peace 

 

Her statue and mummy 

Hatshepsut 

http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25253/chp915454_256k.asf


    Rule of Hatshepsut (1498-1483 BC)(M) 
b. built many temples, monuments, buildings to herself 

– Deir el-Bahri 

c. advanced trade by sending out many expeditions (M) 

 

http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25253/chp915454_256k.asf
http://www.unitedstreaming.com/videos/25193/sec15201_256k.asf
http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25253/sec16023_256k.asf
http://www.unitedstreaming.com/videos/25193/sec15201_256k.asf




The Valley of the Kings – 

Thebes – Upper Egypt 



Some Famous Egyptian 

Pharaohs 

Thutmose III 
1504-1450 B. C. E. 

Ramses II 
1279-1212 B. C. 

E. 

Tutankhamon 

1336-1327 B. C. 

E. 



3.  Thutmose III –(1504-1450 b.c.)actual reign 

a. Believed strongly in military conquest. 

                    b. After 16 conquests, he ruled from the Euphrates to the Nile. 

 

http://www.eyelid.co.uk/k-q3.htm 

http://www.eyelid.co.uk/k-q3.htm
http://www.eyelid.co.uk/k-q3.htm
http://www.eyelid.co.uk/k-q3.htm




http://www.personal.psu.edu/cdg5049/assignment6/index.html 

http://www.personal.psu.edu/cdg5049/assignment6/index.html


http://www.eyelid.co.uk/dynasty3.htm 

Akhenaton 

http://www.eyelid.co.uk/dynasty3.htm


Ankhenaton:  First Monotheist 

1352-1336 B. C. E. 

4.  Amenhotep IV (changes his name to Akhenaton)(1350-1334 b.c.)  

     a.  Wanted to bring about a religious revolution 

     b.  Introduced concept of monotheism (one god)(Aton—sun god) 

     c.  Priests were supposed to remove ALL other statues of gods  

                       from temples 

                  d.  Revolution failed, kingdom in disorder 

                  e.  Son was the famous Tutankhamun  



 



 

Akhanaton’ wife—the most reproduced image  

of a woman in Egypt’s history….Queen Nefertiti! 

Mother of Ankhesenamen, (Tut’s wife) 
 

2 

Queen Nefertiti 

http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25288/sec16266_256k.asf


Queen  

Nefertiti 



 

King Tutankhamon 



Tutankhamon 

The Boy King: reigned 1334- 1325 BC 





5.  Tutankhamun (1334-1325 b.c.)  

      a.  boy king 

      b.  reinstated the  

           polytheistic belief in  

           old Egyptian gods 

      c.  moved capital  

           back to Memphis 

      d.  tomb discovered by 

           Howard Carter, 1922 



King Tutankhamen's Tomb –  

Howard Carter’s Breakthrough  

discovery in 1922 

KV62 !! 

http://www.crystalinks.com/tutstomb.html








Howard Carter and 

Lord Carnarvon 1922 



 



 









 

Howard Carter 









 



 







 



 







Treasures From Tut’s Tomb 





1. "Funerary Mask of Psusennnes" ,gold inlaid with lapis lazuli 

and black and white glass.  Solid gold masks like this were used 

to cover the face, head and chest of the Pharaoh mummies. The 

cobra and false beard point to the royal and godly status of 

Pharaoh, and gold was believed to  be connected with the light 

of the sun, one of the major gods in Egyptian religion. 

 

 

2. "Sculpture of Amenhotep IV" , sandstone.  Akhenaten, also 

known as Amenhotep IV, was King Tutankhamun's father, who 

controversially changed Egypt's worship from the sun god 

"Amun" to the sun god "Aten."  In fact, King Tut's name at birth 

was Tutankhaten, and changed to Tutankhamun after he 

inherited the throne and restored worship to Amun. This lage 

and impressive sculpture of Amenhotep IV once "stood against 

large square pillars in the colonnade of the King's temple to the 

god Aten at East Karnak," says Hawass. 

 

 

3. "Amenhotep III" , plastered and painted unbaked clay.  There 

are different significances to the crowns portrayed by the 

Pharaohs.  This portrays the "blue crown", or "war crown." The 

statue of Amenhotep IV (#2) portrays the "double crown" which 

symbolizes Pharaoh's rule over both Upper and Lower Egypt, 

and the Funerary Mask (#1) displays the "Nemes Headdress" 

which is the most common crown we associate with Pharaoh, 

and symbolizes his divinity. 

 

 

4. "Colossal Statue of King Tutankhamun", quartzite.  This is a 

gorgeous statue, and it's worth the trip to the DAM just to see it.  

It is one of a pair of statues found in the funerary temple of Ay 

and Horemheb, two very influential Egyptian leaders at the time 

of Tut's reign. The smooth belly, contrasted with the striated 

skirt and intricately painted details of his face are something to 

behold.  This is why we are still fascinated with Ancient Egypt! 

 

 

5. "Statue of Hetep", stone.  Another example of fascinating and 

influential Egyptian Art is this abstract block sculpture of Hetep, 

who probably served in the court of Amenhotep I.  It depicts a 

seated figure and focuses on the carved hieroglyphic 

inscriptions, rather than characteristic details of the figure itself. 



1. "Necklace with Three Scarabs", gold and lapis lazuli.  This 

necklace was found within the wrappings of King Tut's mummy.  

"This piece contains many magical elements, including the 

three gold disks.  The outer two signify the sun and the middle 

one, cradled in a crescent, signifies the moon, " informs 

Hawass. 

 

 

2. "Collar of Neferuptah", gold, carnelian and feldspar. This was 

found on the mummy of Amenemhat II's daughter.  Many of the 

large bib-style necklaces on display include a decorative 

counter-weight at the back to ensure the piece hung properly.  

It is assumed Neferuptah wore this during her life as well as the 

afterlife, and Hawass says this style of jewelry was widely 

popular with both royals and nonroyals. 

 

 

3."Tutankhamen's Golden Sandals" ,gold.  These sandals 

adorned the feet of Tut's mummy and are significant not only 

becaue they are truly beautiful and wonderfully crafted, but also 

because their size is a reminder as to how small this 19 year 

old ruler was when he died.  "The Egyptians believed that 

Pharaohs were turned to gold in the afterlife, so they needed 

matching footwear," says the DAM. 

 

 

4. "Ungent Vessel" ,alabaster. Found in Tutankhamun's tomb, 

this vessel was made in three layers.  A thick shell of carved 

alabaster is on the exterior, a layer of openwork alabaster is in 

the middle, and a seperate thin lining of alabaster is nestled 

perfectly inside.  The craftsmanship is remarkable!  Winged 

cobras, cartouches, ankh-signs, and winged scarabs provide 

magical imagery to the piece that inspires the imagination. 

 

 

5. "Golden Toe Covers" , gold.  Tiny hollow gold finger and toe 

covers were formed and delicately carved to protect the 

Pharaoh's extremeties as he traveled into the afterlife.  The 

reason King Tut is so significant is because his tomb was the 

only tomb of an Egyptian Pharoah found intact.  Many artifacts 

that were buried with Egyptian royalty were looted throughout 

the ages, leaving a historical void in our understanding of this 

culture. 

 

 





































game table  



















http://www.thelivingmoon.com/05sounds/Tardis.wav






Tut’s Jewelry 















Tut’s Necklace, and earrings. 



















King Tutankhamon’s Death 

Mask 

1336-1327 B. C. E. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saZm6-6rZ88
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saZm6-6rZ88


Digital facial reconstruction---you decide…(m) 

http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25508/sec18742_256k.asf


Tutankhamen’s body is the best preserved pharonic  

tomb ever found in the Valley of the Kings. (M) 

http://www.unitedstreaming.com/videos/25508/sec18745_256k.asf
http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25508/sec18745_256k.asf


  



King Tutankhamun 

 

AMON      N       T W T            ANKH  

“Living Image of Amun” 



 

 



 



 











 

Howard Carter 









 



 







 



 







Treasures From Tut’s Tomb 





1. "Funerary Mask of Psusennnes" ,gold inlaid with lapis lazuli and 
black and white glass.  Solid gold masks like this were used to cover 
the face, head and chest of the Pharaoh mummies. The cobra and 
false beard point to the royal and godly status of Pharaoh, and gold 
was believed to  be connected with the light of the sun, one of the 
major gods in Egyptian religion. 
 
 
2. "Sculpture of Amenhotep IV" , sandstone.  Akhenaten, also known 
as Amenhotep IV, was King Tutankhamun's father, who 
controversially changed Egypt's worship from the sun god "Amun" to 
the sun god "Aten."  In fact, King Tut's name at birth was 
Tutankhaten, and changed to Tutankhamun after he inherited the 
throne and restored worship to Amun. This lage and impressive 
sculpture of Amenhotep IV once "stood against large square pillars in 
the colonnade of the King's temple to the god Aten at East Karnak," 
says Hawass. 
 
 
3. "Amenhotep III" , plastered and painted unbaked clay.  There are 
different significances to the crowns portrayed by the Pharaohs.  This 
portrays the "blue crown", or "war crown." The statue of Amenhotep 
IV (#2) portrays the "double crown" which symbolizes Pharaoh's rule 
over both Upper and Lower Egypt, and the Funerary Mask (#1) 
displays the "Nemes Headdress" which is the most common crown 
we associate with Pharaoh, and symbolizes his divinity. 
 
 
4. "Colossal Statue of King Tutankhamun", quartzite.  This is a 
gorgeous statue, and it's worth the trip to the DAM just to see it.  It is 
one of a pair of statues found in the funerary temple of Ay and 
Horemheb, two very influential Egyptian leaders at the time of Tut's 
reign. The smooth belly, contrasted with the striated skirt and 
intricately painted details of his face are something to behold.  This is 
why we are still fascinated with Ancient Egypt! 
 
 
5. "Statue of Hetep", stone.  Another example of fascinating and 
influential Egyptian Art is this abstract block sculpture of Hetep, who 
probably served in the court of Amenhotep I.  It depicts a seated 
figure and focuses on the carved hieroglyphic inscriptions, rather 
than characteristic details of the figure itself. 



1. "Necklace with Three Scarabs", gold and lapis lazuli.  This necklace 
was found within the wrappings of King Tut's mummy.  "This piece 
contains many magical elements, including the three gold disks.  The 
outer two signify the sun and the middle one, cradled in a crescent, 
signifies the moon, " informs Hawass. 
 
 
2. "Collar of Neferuptah", gold, carnelian and feldspar. This was 
found on the mummy of Amenemhat II's daughter.  Many of the 
large bib-style necklaces on display include a decorative counter-
weight at the back to ensure the piece hung properly.  It is assumed 
Neferuptah wore this during her life as well as the afterlife, and 
Hawass says this style of jewelry was widely popular with both royals 
and nonroyals. 
 
 
3."Tutankhamen's Golden Sandals" ,gold.  These sandals adorned 
the feet of Tut's mummy and are significant not only becaue they 
are truly beautiful and wonderfully crafted, but also because their 
size is a reminder as to how small this 19 year old ruler was when he 
died.  "The Egyptians believed that Pharaohs were turned to gold in 
the afterlife, so they needed matching footwear," says the DAM. 
 
 
4. "Ungent Vessel" ,alabaster. Found in Tutankhamun's tomb, this 
vessel was made in three layers.  A thick shell of carved alabaster is 
on the exterior, a layer of openwork alabaster is in the middle, and a 
seperate thin lining of alabaster is nestled perfectly inside.  The 
craftsmanship is remarkable!  Winged cobras, cartouches, ankh-
signs, and winged scarabs provide magical imagery to the piece that 
inspires the imagination. 
 
 
5. "Golden Toe Covers" , gold.  Tiny hollow gold finger and toe 
covers were formed and delicately carved to protect the Pharaoh's 
extremeties as he traveled into the afterlife.  The reason King Tut is 
so significant is because his tomb was the only tomb of an Egyptian 
Pharoah found intact.  Many artifacts that were buried with Egyptian 
royalty were looted throughout the ages, leaving a historical void in 
our understanding of this culture. 
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Tut’s Necklace, and earrings. 



















King Tutankhamon’s Death 

Mask 

1336-1327 B. C. E. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saZm6-6rZ88
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saZm6-6rZ88


Digital facial reconstruction---you decide…(m) 

http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25508/sec18742_256k.asf


Tutankhamen’s body is the best preserved pharonic  

tomb ever found in the Valley of the Kings. (M) 

http://www.unitedstreaming.com/videos/25508/sec18745_256k.asf
http://epvideos.edenpr.org/videos/25508/sec18745_256k.asf


  



King Tutankhamun 

 

AMON      N       T W T            ANKH  

“Living Image of Amun” 



 

 



 



 












